Where do I start? – Creating references in Science

What is referencing?

Referencing is when you acknowledge sources of information that you have used to write your essay or dissertation. When you refer to someone else's work in your essay, you are citing that work.

Why should I reference?

There are a number of reasons why you should reference the sources you use:

- To avoid plagiarism - this is when you use someone's ideas or work without acknowledgment
- To show the authority on which you base your arguments
- To show how widely you have read
- To enable others to find your sources

When should I reference?

You should include a reference every time you quote, paraphrase (i.e. write someone's information in your own words), summarise or gain ideas from another person's work. You should include a reference no matter what format (e.g. web page, journal article, email, diagram) the work takes.

How do I create references?

Your tutors will tell you whether you need to include a list of references and/or a bibliography:

- A reference list gives details of all the materials you have referred to/cited in your text.
- A bibliography gives details of all the materials which provided you with information or helped you to formulate your ideas even if they are not directly referred to in your text.

Individual departments or supervisors may have requirements for citation styles, and you should consult with them as appropriate. The main choice in citation styles in science disciplines is between numbered systems, such as the 'Numeric' (British Standard) system, and author/date systems, such as the 'Harvard' system, of which there are a number of variants. Whatever style you use, you should be consistent, accurate and not mix styles.

Examples of Harvard referencing:

Your reference list and/or bibliography should be arranged alphabetically by the author’s surname. The date of publication may also be enclosed in brackets and the author’s name may be in capitals for emphasis. If two or more resources have the same year, then they are distinguished by a lower case a, b, c etc. after the year. For example (Blair 2008a).
Citations in your text

Citations in your text are in brackets and normally give the author followed by a comma and then the date. Direct quotations should include the page numbers:

“This is an example of a citation using Harvard style.” (Blair, 2008 p.6)

Reference list – types of references

Book reference


Chapter in a book


Conference proceedings


Image (online)


Journal reference


Electronic journal reference - for more than 3 authors, include the first and use *et.al.* for others


Thesis or dissertation


Website with no author

Examples of Numeric referencing:

Your reference list is organised numerically and your bibliography is alphabetical by the author’s surname. ibid. means in the same book or passage and is used when references are consecutive. Op. cit. means in the work previously referred to and is used when other references intervene.

Citations in your text

Citations in your text are given a number in brackets (1) or superscript 1 and starting at one. This number corresponds to the source in your reference list. The same source is given the same number.

“This is an example of a citation using Numeric style.” (1)

Reference list – types of references

Book reference


Chapter in a book


Conference proceedings


Image (online)


Journal reference


Electronic journal reference – for more than 3 authors, include the first and use et.al. for others


Thesis or dissertation

Website with no author


Further help with referencing

- Library referencing guide: http://guides.lib.strath.ac.uk/referencing_guide

How do I manage my references?

Reference management software

The easiest way to manage your references is to use a reference management package such as EndNote or EndNote online (Web). You can:

- Create a reference library
- Import references directly from online databases
- Enter citations into your word processed documents
- Have automatically generated bibliographies formatted in different styles

The University has a site licence for EndNote. EndNote X8 is available on PCs in the centrally managed labs. EndNote online (Web) is freely available via Web of Science and can be used anywhere.

Help with reference management software

- EndNote desktop guide: http://guides.lib.strath.ac.uk/endnotedesktop
- EndNote online guide http://guides.lib.strath.ac.uk/endnoteonline
- The Library run courses on EndNote desktop and EndNote online (Web): http://bookings.strath.ac.uk/
- See the separate guide called Where do I start? – Managing references.
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